


PRESENTATIONS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER


DEPARTMENT PARTICIPATION IN THE 15TH CELEBRATION OF STUDENT RESEARCH

Oral Presentations

Marcus Collins (Mark Zrull), Jennifer Jarrett (Twila Wingrove)

Poster Presentations

Stephen Dorsey (Shawn Bergman), Kaitlin Stack (Denise Martz), Erin Dobbins (Courtney Rocheleau), Rafaela Sale (Courtney Rocheleau), Delvon Blue (Denise Martz), Michael Boitnott (Timothy Ludwig), Abigail Davis (Shawn Bergman), Amanda Driver (Denise Martz), Sarah Duncan (Amy Galloway), Rawley Eichorst (Mark Zrull), Britttnay Morgan (Shawn Bergman), Marie Saxon (Amy Galloway), Erin Fagge (Twila Wingrove), Timothy Hines (Mark Zrull), Alexandra Kulikova (James Denniston), Anna Martin (Shawn Bergman), Amanda Pepper (Doris Bazzini), Sarah Courtney Smith (Lisa Curtin), Kathryn Theall (Lisa Curtin)

WISE RESEARCH AND TRAVEL AWARDS

Research

Kevin Friley, Elizabeth Ricklard

Travel